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Abstract 
We present a purely syntactical but nevertheless handy definition of Dijkstra’s predicate 
transformer wp in weak second-order logic. This formalization allows us to prove a normal 
form theorem of wp, from which interesting properties can be inferred. In particular, it turns out 
that wp(P, .) is a homomorphism on the class of formulae in the formalism considered. 
1. Introduction 
Based on the axiomatic method of [8], in [3,4] an approach to reasoning about 
total correctness of imperative programs has been proposed, which is based on the 
concept of weakest preconditions. This approach has been carried further by a num- 
ber of people. In particular, in [l] it is shown how Dijkstra’s definition of the predicate 
transformer w@ on sets of states rigorously can be formalized in the infinitary 
first-order logic Y,,, (see e.g. [9, lo]) as a function mapping a program of Dijkstra’s 
nondeterministic programming language of guarded commands and an infinite for- 
mula to an infinite formula. In the same article it is also proved that the weakest 
preconditions cannot be expressed in the usual finitary first-order logic if the underly- 
ing programming language contains loops. A formalization in higher-order logic is 
considered in [2]. 
The first objective here is also to present a rigorous syntactical formalization of 
weakest preconditions. In contrast to [l], however, we do not use infinitely long 
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formulae but formalize Dijkstra’s predicate transformer as a function on finite for- 
mulae of a language of weak second-order logic. That this logic is useful for reasoning 
about programs had been pointed out before for instance in [12]. Our second 
objective is to examine the basic properties of predicate transformers (see e.g. [4], Chs. 
4 and 91). When considering a formalization of w@ and a corresponding deductive 
system, the question arises whether these properties are already derivable. Of course 
the answer is “yes” as soon as a complete deductive system is used, but this is 
unsatisfactory for logics like YU,,, because here complete deductive systems necessar- 
ily make use of infinite derivations, i.e., they are only semi-formal systems. We show 
that these conditions can be derived without infinitary reasoning. In particular, we 
prove a “normal form” property of wp. From this normal form it easily follows that 
wp(P,.), for a fixed program P, can be described as a monotonic homomorphism on 
the class of weak second-order formulae. We are indebted to the anonymous referee of 
a preliminary version of this paper for having called our attention to this point. For 
a treatment of properties of predicate transformers in another formalism see e.g. [S]. 
The formalization we were looking for has to be finite - as already mentioned - but 
also practicable: the weakest preconditions are used as a framework in which to 
establish the soundness of verification techniques. A practicable formalization should 
be well suited for this purpose. To meet this postulate can be regarded as our third 
objective. 
2. A simple programming language and the predicate transformer wp 
Let Z = (S, C, F) be a signature, where S, C, F are the set of sorts, constant symbols 
and function symbols, respectively. S is supposed to contain boo1 and nat. For every 
sgS, PV, denotes a set of names used as the programming variables of sort s and 
PV := Uses PV,. The set EXP, of expressions of sort SGS over C and PV is defined as 
usual. Concerning C, F, PV as well as the sets of symbols to be defined later, we 
postulate that syntactical objects of different sorts have different names. Now we 
define the set of L6statements. 
Definition 2.1. The set of statements STAT is inductively defined as follows: 
l skip, abort, and the assignments (x := t), where x~PV, and te EXP,, are elements of 
STAT. 
l If PI, Pz E STAT and bEEXPbool, then 
(PI ; p2 ), if b then PI else Pz fi, and while b do PI od 
are elements of STAT. 
Later on we will also discuss a nondeterministic variant of Lp. STATnond” denotes 
the set of statements of this variant and is defined similar to STAT except for the 
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conditional statement. This is replaced by 
if bl then PI 0 b2 then P2 0 ... 0 b, then P, fi, 
where b 1, b2, . . . , b,E EXPboo, and PI, P2, . . . , P, E STAT”Onde’. 
A fixed C-algebra d = ((s%~~, (c”),,~,(f~)~~~) IS used to determine the meaning 
of the symbols of the signature C. The sorts seS are interpreted as sets, the function 
symbols feF as total functions. We choose the standard interpretation for the sorts 
boo1 and nat and for the symbols which denote the usual operations on them. STATE 
is the set of value assignments in d (respecting the sorts, of course), i.e., the set of 
mappings u :PV + Uses sd which meet the condition x~PV, iff u(x)E#. Given an 
expression tcEXP, and an assignment UESTATE, we write t”.” for the value of 
t according to u. For the program statements we present a semantic description 
according to the axiomatic approach: For every program P and all postconditions 
N we define the weakest precondition M for which P is “totally correct with respect o 
the precondition M and the postcondition N”, i.e.: 
Whenever M holds for an assignment UE STATE, then the program P terminates 
and N holds for (all) the assignment(s) (possibly) attained by executing P 
for v. 
This use of weakest precondition is due to Dijkstra [3,4]. His axioms and rules yield 
the following inductive definition of w@ for &-statements. 
Definition 2.2. The function w@ : STAT x Y(STATE) -+ p(STATE) is inductively 
defined by: 
l wp(skip, N) := N 
l w@(abort, N) := 8 
l wp(x:= t,N):= {VESTATE: v{+‘/x}EN} 
Here u{t.“*‘/x} is a notation for the mapping w : PV + uspssd satisfying 
w(x) = P.” and w(y) = u(y) for all y # x 
. w@(p~;Pz,N):= w@(P,,w&P,,N)) 
l wp(if b then PI else Pz fi, N) := (Mod(b) n wp(P1, N)) u (Mod(lb) n wp(P2, N)) 
l wp(while b do P od, N) := lJFEO Mk, where 
MO := Mod(1 b) n N 
M k+l := w@(if b then P else skip fi, Mk) 
= (Mod(b) n wp(P, Mk)) u (Mod(1 b) n Mk) 
Here Mod(b) and Mod(1 b) are notations for the set of those assignments u, where 
b”,’ = tt or b”*” = ff, respectively. 
This definition coincides with the denotational semantics presented, e.g., in [ll]. 
For the nondeterministic variant we have to replace the definition of w@ for the 
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conditional statement by 
if ;I (bi then Pi) fi 
i=l 
3. A finitary description of weakest preconditions 
3.1. A many-sorted language of weak second-order logic 
22’” is a many-sorted language of weak second-order logic. The programming 
language Lp is defined as a scheme language based on a signature C. Similarly 
Yy depends on Z. In order to facilitate reasoning, additional functions and predicates 
may be introduced. 
The sorts of 9’” include the elements of S. For every SES, a sort sequ-s is added. 
The intended meaning of sequ-s is the set of finite sequences over s. As these 
sequences can be regarded as functions from the natural numbers into the interpreta- 
tion of s, this language is called second order. The prefixed “weak” stems from the fact 
that only @rite sequences are under discussion. 
For every SES, there is an infinite set of first-order variables V,‘, which extends the 
set of programming variables PV, of sort s, and an infinite set of second-order 
variables I’,“. Let (C, F, . . . ; ( - (, - ( a)) be the set of 9’“-symbols, i.e.: 
l the constant and function symbols of C are _Y”-symbols; 
l apart from these arbitrary function and predicate symbols for the sorts in S may 
occur in 9”; 
l to handle the finite sequences, the function symbols 1-1 and -( .) are contained in 
_GY” (for any sort sequ-s). 
_.Y’“-terms are defined as usual. Infix notation is used for basic operations or subscript 
notation si for s(i) is used when comfortable and unambiguous. The formula of 9” are 
built from literals using A, v , V, 3 (first and second-order). We assume that program- 
ming variables do not occur bound in a formula: When quantification is used, we will 
rename first. F and T are special 0-ary predicate symbols. Negation and implication 
can be defined as operations on formulae. 
The basis of 9”‘s semantics is an extension of the Z-algebra d of Section 2.2. Let 
d+ be a structure for 9” and &+I, = d. Here F, T, 1.1 and s(s) have to be 
interpreted in the obviously intended way, i.e. as truth values false, true and length and 
access function for sequences. STATE+ denotes the set of assignments in d+. So 
STATE+ consists of the mappings 
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which meet the conditions 
U(X)ES& 0 xev,’ and u(x)E(s~)* o x~l/f. 
Here (s&)* is the set of finite sequences over s &. The value of a term t” (leaving out the 
subscript d+ as we would not consider any other structure) and the satisfaction 
relation d+ + cp[u] (keeping d+ to stress the dependency on ~4’) of a formula 
cp according to an assignment u are defined as usual. We write &’ ,t= cp if d+ + cp[u] 
for every assignment u. For every formula cp we define the set of models: 
Mod(q):= {u&STATE+: d+ + c~[u]}. 
As the set of Zi,-symbols and d+ are the extensions of C and d, respectively, for 
each seS the elements of EXP, are _Y”-terms and t” = t”.” for every teEXP,. We 
confined ourselves to total basic functions in order to get an embedding of the boolean 
terms. Obviously, for every bEEXP,,i there is a propositional formula B satisfying 
b” = tt o al’/= B[u] and b” = ff o &‘+I# B[u]. 
We will assume such a fixed embedding and write b also for the formula related to b. 
In Section 2.2 the mapping wp : STAT x B(STATE) + B(STATE) has been de- 
fined. Now we added further variables whose values are of no importance for and 
cannot be changed by the program. The extension of wp to a mapping 
STAT x 9(STATE+) + 9’(STATE+) 
is then straightforward. We will write wp for the latter again. Yv offers the opportun- 
ity to formulate important properties of programs and argue about them. To show 
this, we will present a formalization of w@ in 9”. 
3.2. Expressing weakest preconditions: deterministic case 
We are now ready to present he definition of the formulae wp(P, q). 
Definition 3.1. Let PESTAT and cp be a formula of 2’“. By recursion on P, we define 
a formula wp(P, cp) of Yv as follows: 
l wp(skip,cp):c cp 
l wp(abort, cp) :S F 
l wp(x := t, cp) :E cp{t/x} for XEPV, and tEEXP, 
. wp(P, ; pz 3 cp) := WPP,, wp(P,, cp)) 
l wp(if b then PI else Pz fi, cp) :- (b A wp(P,, cp)) v (1 b A wp(P,, cp)) 
l wp(while b do P od, cp) :E 3f Eb,P,e(A X), where 
E v,a(f,X)= (lbv){l;,,-,lz) 
AVOG i-c IfI- l[bAWp(P,x=fi+,)]{f;/x}Afo=x 
Here 2 is the list of the programming variables contained in the loop. 
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The meaning of the formula Eb,P,V (f; X) is as follows: f is a computation sequence 
consisting of storage states. The length If1 of f corresponds to the number of 
repetitions of the while-loop (plus 1). The last component of f; i.e. Jr, _ ,, gives the 
storage which results from the execution of the while-loop, f0 the storage before 
entering the loop. The Vi-part of the formula describes the transition of consecutive 
storage states inside the while-loop. 
Usually wp is a rather complicated expression. It is hardly ever used explicitely, 
stronger conditions implying wp are used instead. In order to demonstrate our 
formalism, however, we consider the following example. 
Example 3.2. Let P be the program: 
z := x; 
while z > y do z := z - y od 
The program variables of P are x, y, z, which we suppose to be declared of sort integer. 
Let cp be an arbitrary formula having x, y, z as free variables. We compute wp(P, cp): 
wp(P, VP) = wp(while z > y do z := z - y od, cp) {x/z} = 3fE(f; y, x), 
where 
We use f as a variable for sequences of pairs and f!,fF for the two components of the 
(i + 1)th element of J Obviously, these pairs satisfy fi = (y, z - i*y) for all 
0 d i 6 IfI - 1, hence f is uniquely determined by y, z. So we obtain 
3fE(f,y,z) o 3n(z - n*y < yr\Vi < n(z - i*y 2 y)r\cp{z - n*y/zj). 
Therefore we get: 
wp(P,cp) o (y >OAX > OAcp{XmOdy/Z}) v (X < OAX < YAC~{X/Z}). 
In particular we found that our program P is totally correct with respect to the 
postcondition cp = (z = x mod y) if the precondition x > 0 A y > 0 is satisfied - pro- 
vided that wp(P, cp) formalizes wp(P, Mod(q)). This will be shown in Theorem 3.5. 
We show now that the formula wp(P, cp) has all the properties we expect. 
Theorem 3.3. (Normal form). Let P be a program, cp a formula and S the list of the 
variables in P. Then 
(9 wp(P,cp) * 3YCwp(P,X = j+W(j@)l 
(ii) VjNZ[wp(P, 5 = y) A wp(P, X = Z) --) j = 21 holds. 
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Remark. The statements (i) and (ii) can be contracted to 
wp(P,cp) * 3!YCwp(P,X = y)Acp{~/lx}l. 
Proof. We use the notation q(X) to exhibit the occurrences of the variables x in cp and 
cp( J) to abbreviate subsequent substitution. 
(i) We use straightforward structural induction on P. As an example we present he 
case Q; R: By induction hypothesis for R we have 
(1) wp(R, cp) - Z[wp(R, X = 2) A cp(Z)]. 
The induction hypothesis for Q yields 
(2) wp(Q, wp(R, cp)) * 3YCwp(Q, 2 = Jj) A wp(R, cpHYlX)l, 
(3) wp(Q, wp(R, X = Z)) 0 3y[wp(Q, X = J) A wp(R, X = Z){ j+}]. 
Using (2) and (1) we deduce 
wp(Q; R, cp) o 32[3y(wp(Q, X = Y)A wp(R, X = Z){j//x}) A cp(Z)]. 
By (3) we obtain 
wp(Q; R, cp) - Z[wp(Q, wp(R, 2 = 5)) A rp(Z)] = Z[wp(Q; R, X = Z) A rp(Z)]. 
The case of a loop is even easier, because here the definition already uses normal form 
expressions. 
(ii) We proceed again by an easy structural induction on P. Consider for example 
a loop while b do Q od: Suppose we have 
ib(fm)Afm=~AVO~i<m[b(fi)Awp(Q,x=f;+,)]{fi/x}r\fo=a 
and 
lb(g,)Ag,=?~VO< i< n[b(gi)AWp(Q,~=gi+,)](gi/x}Ag0=x. 
Then trivially, Jo = go. By induction on j we further obtain: 
fj = gj for j = 0,1,2, . . . 
So it follows that m = n (if m < n or n < m, we have lb(fm) and b(g,) or lb(g,) 
and b(fn), hence a contradiction, since fn = g,,, or fn = gn, respectively). But then 
j7=fm=gn=2. 0 
This theorem provides something like a “normal form representation” of wp(P, cp), 
which enables us to obtain further properties of wp easily. In the following theorem we 
show the monotonicity of wp and that wp behaves well on some of the logical 
operators. 
Homomorphism theorem 3.4. wp satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) (Monotonicity of wp): Zf d+ + cp + $, then also ~4’ k wp(P, cp) + wp(P, $) 
(ii) wp(P,F) o F 
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(iii) wP(P, cp * ICI) * wp(P, cp) * wp(p, II/) 
(iv) wp(P, cp v $) * wp(P, cp) v wp(P, +) 
(4 wp(P, 3x(P) * 3xwp(P,cp) 
(vi) wp(P,vxcp) * vxwp(P, cp) 
(vii) wp(P, cp -+ Ic/) * (wp(P, T) -+ wp(P, cp)) -, wp(P, II/) 
(viii) wp(P, 1 cp) * 1 (wp(P, T) + wp(P, cp)) 
Proof. (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) are immediate from 3.3(i). 
(iii) We use both parts of Theorem 3.3. By (i) we have 
wp(P, q(X)) A wp(P, $(X)) * 3j(wp(P, x = J) A cp(j) A 32(wp(P, x = 2) A l/Q(Z)); 
by Theorem 3.3(ii) we have wp(P, X = j) A wp(P, X = 2) + j = 2, hence we obtain the 
desired result by using Theorem 3.3(i) for the postcondition cp A t,b. 
(vi) First we note that by Theorem 3.3(i) 
Vuwp(P, cp(% u)) * Va3j[wp(P, 2 = J) A cp(j, 41, 
so we have to show that the quantifiers on the right can be interchanged. By Theorem 
3.3(ii), 
wp(P,x=y)Awp(P,x=z) * y=.E 
Hence, we get 
Vu3j[wp(P, 2 = 7) A q(j, u)] * 3JVu[wp(P, x = j) A cp(j, u)]. 
Bound variables were not allowed to occur in a program. Therefore, u does not occur 
in the formula wp(P,X = j), and we obtain 
Vu3j[wp(P, R = j) A q.$y, u)] * 3j[wp(P, x = J) A Vucp(j-, u)]. 
Now by Theorem 3.3(i) the assertion follows. 
(vii) =S : From (i) and (iii) we have: 
(1) wp(P, cp -+ +) * wp(P, cp) * wp(P, 4% 
(2) wp(P, cp + Ic/) * wp(P, T). 
From this we can deduce 
wp(P, cp + +) * (wp(P, T) + wp(P, cp)) + wp(P, II/) 
-= : First notice 
(wp(P, T) + wp(P, cp)) -, wp(P, +) * (wp(P, T) A lwp(P, cp)) v wp(P, +). 
As Theorem 3.3 yields 
wp(P, T) A lwp(P, cp) + wp(P, 1 cp) 
it remains to show 
WP(P,l cp) v wp(P, II/) + wp(P, cp + @). 
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Also this is a consequence of(i). 
(viii) Immediate consequence of (vii) since 1 cp can be written as cp + F. 0 
So wp(P, .) describes a monotonic homomorphism on weak second-order for- 
mulae. This fact can be restated as follows: For each formula cp define a new formula 
‘p* as follows: 
‘p* := wp(P, cp) if cp is an atomic formula 
(cpo$)*:- (p*o$* for OE(A, v } 
(cp + $)* :- (wp(P, T) + cp*) + II/* 
(Qxcp)* := Qxcp* for QE{~,V} 
Then wp(P, cp) o ‘p*. 
We will show now that our formula wp(P, cp) exactly describes the semantically 
defined weakest precondition predicate wp(P, Mod(q)) for arbitrary postconditions 
that can be expressed by a formula of the language 2”. 
Theorem 3.5. Let P be a program and cp a _Yv-formula. Then: 
MWwp(P, cp)) = w@:,P, Mod(v)). 
Proof. By structural induction on P: The only thing to show is that our formalization 
of the while loop behaves well. So let P = while b do Q od, X a sequence containing all 
the variables in P, and 
-G,o,.(C+ (lb~cp){J,,-Jx) 
AVO< i< Ifl- lCbr\wp(Q,x=fi+,)l{filx> 
Afo = ?i 
A IfI < k + 1 
for all numbers kE N. Then wp(while b do Q od, cp) holds iff 3fE!,o,,(f; X) holds for 
some keN. Using 
l~Ifl~k+l~Ifl=1~3y3g[1~IgI~k~f,=y~VO~ieIgI(gi=~+~)] 
and logical rules we obtain 
36%,‘a&C) 0 (V~~,~,~(.C)~+4 v (bA3_i?w~(Q,x = @‘3f%e,q(f;j))) 
Now we can apply the normal form theorem to obtain 
(*) YfE:,+&&C) * (3-E:,a,,(.!%A-4 v (b A w~(QJfE!,,,,(f,4)) 
Let 
M,, := Mod(1 b) n Mod(q) 
Jv&+r := (Mod(b) n w@(Q, i&)) u (Mod(1 b) n Mk) 
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for all kEN. Then w@(while b do Q od, Mod(q)) = UzEOMk and it is easy to show that 
Mod@fEi,o,,(f,Z)) = Mk for all keRJ 
by induction on k. Cl 
The following corollary builds the connection between our formalization of the 
predicate transformer wp and applications in the field of verification. 
Corollary 3.6. A program P is 
(i) totally correct w.r.t. tj and cp ifs d+ k $ + wp(P, cp), 
(ii) partially correct w.r.t. II/ and cp ifs d+ + I+G + lwp(P,lcp). 
As an example of an application we will present he proof for a rule concerned with 
total correctness. As pointed out before wp is hardly ever calculated explicitly. It is 
more convenient o use invariance properties (see [7, p. 1443). We have distinguished 
between the programming and the verification language. Therefore, we can assume 
the latter to contain a sort wf and a binary symbol 4 interpreted as a well-founded 
ordering. Furthermore, we use F for embeddings of the other sets. So in our formalism 
the rule mentioned above takes the following form. 
Theorem 3.1. Consider a program while b do P od. Suppose a weak second-order 
formula $ satisfies 
(1) ICI * b + wp(P, II/) 
(2) + A b --) wp(P, F(Z) < F(j)){x/j}, where j are variables not occuring in P. 
Then II/ + wp(while b do P od, Ic/ A 1 b). 
Proof. Use transfinite <-induction on the formula I,+ + wp(while b do P od, II/ A 1 b) 
and the normal form theorem. 
3.3. Nondeterminism 
Let us finally have a short look on how to formalize the weakest precondition 
predicate in the case of nondeterministic programs. We consider finite nondetermin- 
ism expressed by Dijkstra’s guarded commands [3,4]: 
if bI then PI 0 b2 then Pz 0 . . . 0 b, then P,, fi 
The operational behaviour of a program of this kind can be described by: One of the 
subprograms Pi for which the condition bi holds is carried out, but it is not determined 
which one if more than one of the his happen to be true. If every condition yields 
false, the execution results in an error. Consequently, the computation process can 
no longer be represented by a sequence of storage states. In fact, a finite tree, 
whose branches represent all possible computations, has to be used. Therefore, the 
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formalization of the weakest precondition has to be modified: 
l The verification language is supposed to contain new sorts: finite sets and finite 
labelled trees with labels in s (ES). The nodes themselves can be regarded as 
natural numbers. Then our access function .( 0) takes a tree z and a natural number 
i as arguments and gives a result in s if i is a node of r: We fix 0 as the root and let 
n(z), I(r), succ(z, i) denote the set of nodes of r, leaves of z and successor nodes of i in 
r (if iEn( respectively. We will use a predicate symbol E for the membership 
relation and a function symbol h for the height of a tree. 
l The definition of wp(P, cp), where P is a program in the extended programming 
language STATnond” and cp a formula of the modified verification language, is as 
follows: 
- wp(if iI:= 1 (bi then Pi) fi, up) 1~ Vl= 1 bi A /jr= 1 (bi + Wp(Pi, up)) 
_ wp(while b do P od, cp) := ~zF~,~,~(z, X), where 
F b,p,q(~,i):~ ViEl(z)(lb A c~){z~/X} 
Vien(z)[i 4 l(z) + (b A wp(P, 3jEsucc(r, i)(X = zj))){zi/X}] 
A To = x. 
- For all other programming language constructs the definition of wp remains 
unchanged. 
Now the analogies of the above theorems can be proved. Since these proofs can be 
carried out using the same techniques as in the deterministic ase, we omit them and 
simply state the theorems. 
Theorem 3.8 (Normal form). Let P be a program, cp a formula and X the list of the 
variables in P. Then 
(i) Wp(P, up) 0 3z[h(z) = 1 A Wp(P, jiEl(r)(x = Zi)) AviE~(Z)Cp{Ti/x}] 
(ii) The set of trees z which satisfy wp(P, 3iel(z)(X = Ti)) is either empty or contains 
a least elemek (w.r.t. the subtree ordering). 
In a less formal way, (i) can be restated as 
WP(p,cP) * 3{j1,...,j,,,} [WP(p,~~{y,,...,~~})Av1 < id mV(ji)] 
and, by (ii), if m is taken minimal, then {jr, . . . . J,,,} is unique. 
Theorem 3.9 (Properties of wp). 
(i) Zf (cp -+ +) holds in the standard interpretation for every assignment, then so does 
(wp(P9 cp) + wp(P, $)) 
(ii) wp(P,F) o F 
(iii) wp(P, rp A II/) * wp(P, cp) A wp(P, $) 
(iv) wp(P,vucp) * Vuwp(P, cp) 
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Compatibility of disjunction and existential quantification are in general not true 
for nondeterministic programs. Clearly, the easy implications 
wp(P,cp) v WP(P?$) * wp(P,cp v II/) 
and 
3uwp(P, cp) * wp(P, 3u(P) 
remain true, as they follow from monotonicity. In a sense the reverse implications 
express determinacy. If wp(P,-) commutes with 3, we have 
wp(P, T) 3 3ywp(P, x = y). 
The new normal form theorem is not strong enough to maintain the implication and 
negation property. Intuitively it is clear that, even if termination is ensured, 
wp(P, 1 cp) and 1 wp(P, cp) need not coincide: The former tells us that 1 rp holds after 
every possible execution of P, while the latter only expresses the existence of a possible 
execution of P whose result satisfy 140. 
Can we add other constructs like a nondeterministic assignment statement? In Cl] it 
had been pointed out before that even _!ZU,, does not allow formalization of w@ in this 
case. At first sight this may be surprising because the assignment statement i self can 
be expressed easily by 
The problem is the formalization of w@ for the loop. It makes use of the fact that there 
are only finitely many possibilities. As soon as this is guaranteed we can proceed as 
before. For a more detailed discussion of this see [l]. 
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